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11 IntroductionMotivations. Optical networks o�er the possibility of interconnecting hundreds to thousands ofusers, covering local to wide area and providing capacities exceeding those of traditional technologiesby several orders of magnitude. Optical{�ber transmission systems also achieve very low bit errorrate compared to their copper{wire predecessors, typically 10�9 compared to 10�5. Optics is thusemerging as a key technology in state{of{the{art communication networks and is expecting todominate many applications. The most popular approach to realize these high{capacity networksis to divide the optical spectrum into many di�erent channels, each channel corresponding to adi�erent wavelength. This approach, called wavelength{division multiplexing (WDM) [12] allowsmultiple data streams to be transferred concurrently along the same �ber{optic, with di�erentstreams assigned separate wavelengths.The major applications for such networks are video conferencing, scienti�c visualisation andreal-time medical imaging, high{speed super-computing and distributed computing [21, 44, 48].We refer to the books of Green [21] and McAulay [35] for a presentation of the physical theory andapplications of this emerging technology.In order to state the new algorithmic issues and challenges concerning communication in opticalnetworks, we need �rst to describe the most accepted models of optical networks architectures.The Optical Model. In WDM optical networks, the bandwidth available in optical �ber is utilisedby partitioning it into several channels, each at a di�erent wavelength. Each wavelength can carrya separate stream of data. In general, such a network consists of routing nodes interconnectedby point{to{point unidirectional optic �ber links. Each link can support a certain number ofwavelengths. The routing nodes in the network are capable of routing a wavelength coming inon an input port to one or more output ports, independently of the other wavelengths. Thesame wavelength on two input ports cannot be routed to the same output port. WDM lightwavenetworks can be classi�ed into two categories: switchless (also called broadcast{and{select or non{recon�gurable) and switched (also called recon�gurable). Each of these in turn can be classi�ed aseither single{hop (also called all-optical) or multihop [44]. In switchless networks, the transmissionfrom each station is broadcast to all stations in the network. At the receiver, the desired signalis then extracted from all the signals. These networks are practically important since the wholenetwork can be constructed out of passive optical components, hence it is reliable and easy tooperate. However, switchless networks su�er of severe limitations that make problematic theirextension to wide area networks. Indeed it has been proven in [1] that switchless networks require alarge number of wavelengths to support even simple tra�c patterns. Other drawbacks of switchlessnetworks are discussed in [44]. Therefore, optical switches are required to build large networks.



2A switched optical network consists of nodes interconnected by point{to{point optic communi-cation lines. Each of the �ber{optic links supports a given number of wavelengths. The nodes canbe terminals, switches, or both. Terminals send and receive signals. Switches direct their inputsignals to one or more of the output links. Each link is bidirectional and actually consists of a pairof unidirectional links [44].In this paper we consider switched networks with generalised switches, as done in [1, 3, 11, 28, 36,43]. In this kind of networks, signals for di�erent requests may travel on the same communicationlink into a node v (on di�erent wavelengths) and then exit v along di�erent links. Thus the photonicswitch can di�erentiate between several wavelengths coming along a communication link and directeach of them to a di�erent output of the switch. The only constraint is that no two paths in thenetwork sharing the same optical link have the same wavelength assignment. In switched networksit is possible to \reuse wavelengths" [44], thus obtaining a drastic reduction on the number ofrequired wavelengths with respect to switchless networks [1]. We remark that optical switches donot modulate the wavelengths of the signals passing through them; rather, they direct the incomingwaves to one or more of their outputs.Single{hop networks (or all-optical networks) are networks where the information, once trans-mitted as light, reaches its �nal destination directly without being converted to electronic form inbetween. Maintaining the signal in optic form allows to reach high speed in these networks sincethere is no overhead due to conversions to and from the electronic form. However, engineeringreasons [44] suggest that in some situations the multihop approach can be preferable. In thesenetworks, a packet from a terminal node may have to be routed through a few terminal nodesbefore reaching its �nal destination. At each terminal node, the packet is converted from light toelectronic form and retransmitted on another wavelength. See [37, 38] for more on these questions.In the present paper we consider both switched single{hop and switched multihop networks.A last word on the model: from our description it follows that a single node could multicast amessage along a path in the network in such a way that all nodes along the path get the message.While this is technically feasible, it introduces a phenomenon, called splitting loss in the engineeringliterature, that is considered incompatible with the construction of wide area optical networks. Moreprecisely, if the transmitting station transmits with a power P , then each node in the path will getonly a fraction of it, this fraction can be a low as P=n2 if n is the number of nodes in the path[44]. Wideband optical ampli�ers could be used to partially recover from this loss [14] but stillthey su�er of several limitations [32, 22]. The usual approach to overcome this problem, cfr. [2]is to provide for each source{destination pair a separate path{wavelength pair assignment. In theperesent paper we follow this last point of view.



3Our results. In this paper we study the problem of designing e�cient algorithms for collectivecommunication in switched optical networks.Collective communication among the processors is one of the most important issues in multi-processor systems. The need for collective communication arises in many problems of parallel anddistributed computing including many scienti�c computations [10, 15, 19] and database manage-ment [49]. Due to the considerable practical relevance in parallel and distributed computation andthe related interesting theoretical issues, collective communication problems have been extensivelystudied in the literature (see the surveys [23, 27, 20]). In this paper we will consider the design ofe�cient algorithms for two widely used collective communication operations: One{to{All Commu-nication and All{to{All Communication. Formally, the One{to{All and All{to{All Communicationprocesses can be described as follows.One{to{All Communication: One terminal node v, called the source, has a block of data B(v).The goal is to disseminate this block so that each other terminal node in the network gets B(v).All{to{All Communication: Each terminal node v in the network has a block of data B(v). Thegoal is to disseminate these blocks so that each terminal node gets all the blocks B(u), for eachterminal u in the network.Although our work seems to be the �rst to address the problem of collective communicationin switched optical networks, there is a substantial body of literature that has considered relatedproblems. Optical routing in arbitrary networks has been recently considered in [1, 3, 36, 43].The above papers contain also e�cient algorithms for routing in networks of practical interest.Routing in hypercube based networks has been considered by [3, 39, 43]. Lower bounds on thenumber of wavelengths necessary for routing permutations have been given in [39, 4, 42]. All{to{AllCommunication in broadcast{and{select optical networks has been considered in [1]. Other workrelated to ours is contained in [17, 25, 18, 26, 27]. In these papers the problem of designing e�cientOne{to{All and All{to{All Communication algorithms in traditional networks has been consideredunder the assumption that data exchange can take place through arc{disjoint paths in the network.In this paper we consider both single-hop and multihop networks. In case of single-hop networkswe design One{to{All and All{to{All communication algorithms that do not need bu�ering atintermediate nodes. The algorithms have to guarantee that there is a path between each pair ofnodes requiring communication and no link will carry two di�erent signals on the same wavelength.For our purposes, a wavelength will be an integer in the interval [1;W ]. Generally, we wish tominimise the quantity W , since the cost of switching and ampli�cation devices depends on thenumber of wavelengths they handle. For single{hop networks we obtain:



4� Optimal One{to{All Communication algorithms (Theorems 3.1 and 3.2);� upper and lower bounds on the minimum number of wavelengths necessary to perform All{to{All Communication in arbitrary graphs in terms of the edge{expansion factor of the graph,optimal All{to{All Communication algorithms for rings and hypercubes (Theorems 3.4 and3.5, respectively).For multihop networks we derive non{trivial tradeo�s between the number of wavelengths and thenumber of hops necessary to complete the One{to{All Communication process. We obtain, amongseveral results:� Asymptotically tight bounds for bounded degree networks (Corollary 4.1);� tight bounds for hypercubes (Theorem 4.3), and meshes and tori (Theorem 4.4).Some of our results generalise previously known ones; indeed the results of [17] and [25] can be seenas particular cases of our results, when only one wavelength is available.2 Notations and De�nitionsThe optical network will be represented as a graph G = (V (G); E(G)), where each undirected edgerepresents a pair of point{to{point unidirectional optical �ber links connecting a pair of nodes[44, 36]. We will use the term edge and link interchangeably, however the term link will alwaysbe associated with the direction in which an edge is used, in particular, our algorithms will assigndi�erent wavelengths to all the signals crossing the same link, i.e., crossing an edge in the samedirection.The number of vertices of G will be always denoted by n. Given v 2 V (G), we denote with d(v)the degree of v, with dmax and dmin we denote the maximum and minimum degree of G, respectively.The communication processes are accomplished by a set of calls; a call consists of the trans-mission of a message from some node x to some destination node y along a path from x to y inG. Each call requires one round and is assigned a �xed wavelength. A node can be involved in anarbitrary number of calls during each round, but we require that if two calls share a link duringthe same round then they must be assigned di�erent wavelengths.Given a network G, a node x 2 V (G), and an integer t, we denote by wO(G; x; t) the minimumpossible number of wavelengths necessary to complete the One{to{All Communication process inG in at most t rounds, when x is the source of the process; we set wO(G; t) = maxx2V (G) wO(G; x; t).



5Analogously, with wA(G; t) we shall denote the minimum possible number of wavelengths necessaryto complete the All{to{All Communication process in G in at most t rounds.Given G, a node x 2 V (G), and an integer w, we denote by tO(G; x; w) the minimum pos-sible number of rounds necessary to complete the One{to{All Communication process in G us-ing up to w wavelengths per round, when x is the source of the process; we set tO(G;w) =maxx2V (G) tO(G; x; w). We denote by tA(G;w) the minimum possible number of rounds necessaryto complete the All{to{All Communication process using up to w wavelengths per round.The edge{expansion �(G) of G [31], (also called isoperimetric number in [47] and conductancein [33]) is the minimum over all subsets of nodes S � V (G) of size jSj � n=2, of the ratio of thenumber of edges having exactly one endpoint in S to the size of S.A graph G is k{edge{connected if k is the minimum number of edges to be removed in order todisconnect G, G is maximally edge{connected if its edge{connectivity equals its minimum degree.A routing for a graph G is a set of n(n � 1) paths R = fRx;y j x; y 2 V (G); x 6= yg, whereRx;y is a path in G from x to y. Given a routing R for the graph G, the load of an edge e 2 E(G),denoted by load(R; e), is the number of paths of R going through e in either direction. Theedge{forwarding index of G [24], denoted by �(G), is the minimum over all routings R for G ofthe maximum over all the edges of G of the load posed by the routing R on the edge, that is,�(G) = minRmaxe2E(G) load(R; e): It is known that [47]�(G) � n�(G) : (1)Unless otherwise speci�ed, all logarithms in this paper are in base 2.3 Single{Hop NetworksIn this section we study the number of wavelengths necessary to realize the One{to{All and All{to{All Communication processes in single{hop (all-optical) networks.In the single{hop model it is su�cient to study the number of wavelengths necessary when onlyone communication round is used. Indeed, any one{round algorithm that uses w wavelengths canalso be executed in t rounds using dw=te wavelengths per round, that is,wA(G; t) � �wA(G; 1)t � ; wO(G; t) � �wO(G; 1)t � : (2)On the other hand, the assumption of a single{hop system implies that if we have a realization ofa process in t rounds using up to w wavelengths per round, we can easily obtain a new realizationusing wt wavelengths and one round. Therefore, in the sequel of this section we will focus on one{round algorithms; we will write wO(G) and wA(G) to denote wO(G; 1) and wA(G; 1), respectively.



63.1 One{to{All CommunicationThe problem here is to set up n�1 (light)paths from the source of the One{to{All Communicationprocess to any other node in the network. Given a graph G and a node v 2 V (G), when v is thesource of the process there must exist at least (n� 1)=d(v) paths out of the n� 1 paths originatedat v that share the same edge incident on v. Therefore,wO(G) � � n � 1dmin(G)� : (3)On the other hand, if G is k{edge{connected, for any source v and any subset of k nodes it ispossible to choose k edge{disjoint paths to connect v to these nodes (see [8], Corollary 3, p. 167);it follows that a same wavelength can be assigned to these paths. Therefore,wO(G) � �n � 1k � : (4)From (3) and (4) we getTheorem 3.1 If G is maximally edge{connected thenwO(G) = � n � 1dmin(G)� :The above theorem gives the exact value of the number of wavelengths necessary to perform One{to{All Communication in one round in various classes of important networks. By Mader's theorem[34], Theorem 3.1 gives the exact value of wO(G) for the wide class of vertex{transitive graphs. Forother classes of graphs G for which the edge connectivity is equal to dmin and, therefore, for whichwO(G) = l n�1dmin(G)m, see the survey paper [9].In case of an arbitrary set of source{destination pairs of nodes requiring communication, theproblem of determining the minimum possible number of wavelengths necessary to set up pathsbetween each source{destination pair is NP{complete already for trees and cycles [16]. In contrast,we show that the computation of wO(G) can be done in polynomial time by computing at mostlog jV j maximum ows on a graph with O(jV j2) nodes and O(jV jjEj) edges.Given G = (V;E), let u be the source of the One{to{All Communication process and w be aninteger greater than 0. Construct w copies of G: G1 = (V1; E1); : : : ; Gw = (Vw; Ew); for any v 2 V ,let v1; : : : ; vw be the copies of v in G1 = (V1; E1); : : : ; Gw = (Vw; Ew), respectively. Moreover, forany vertex v 2 V �fug let n(v) be a new vertex. De�ne the ow network G0w = (V 0; E 0) as follows:V 0 =  w[i=1Vi! [ fs; tg [ 0@ [v2V�fugn(v)1AE 0 = w[i=1f(s; ui)g [ ( w[i=1Ei) [0@ [v2V�fug w[i=1f(vi; n(v))g1A[ 0@ [v2V�fugf(n(v); t)g1A :



7Vertex s is the source and vertex t is the sink of the ow network G0w. For any e 2 E 0 we set thecapacity c(e) of e equal to1 if e = (s; ui), for i = 1; : : : ; w, and c(e) = 1 otherwise. As an example,when G is the cycle on four vertices in �gure 1(a), the ow network G02 is represented in �gure 1(b).The way we have constructed the graph G0w = (V 0; E 0) directly implies the following resultwhich, in turn, implies a polynomial time algorithm to compute wO(G).Theorem 3.2 For any graph G = (V;E) we have that wO(G) � w if and only if there is a ow ofvalue jV j � 1 in the associated ow network G0w = (V 0; E 0).
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n(z) n(w)(a) (b)Figure 1: An example of a network G(a) and its corresponding ow network G02(b)3.2 All{to{All CommunicationIn this section we study the minimum possible number of wavelengths necessary to perform All{to{All Communication in single{hop networks in exactly one round.We �rst notice that, since each node in the graph G has to send its block of information toeach other node, the number of paths crossing an edge in either direction cannot be less than theedge{forwarding index of G; since at least half of them cross the same link, we getLemma 3.1 For each graph G, wA(G) � �(G)=2:Minimising the number of wavelengths is in general not the same problem as that of realizinga routing that minimises the number of paths sharing the same link. Indeed, our problem is mademuch harder due to the further requirement of wavelengths assignment on the paths. In order toget equality in Lemma 3.1 one should �nd a routing R achieving the bound �(G) for which the



8associated conict graph, that is, the graph with a node for each path in R and an edge betweenany two paths sharing a link, is �(G)=2{vertex colorable.It is possible to put in relation the minimum possible number of wavelengths necessary toperform All{to{All Communication in G in one round with the edge{expansion of G. From Lemma3.1 and (1) we get the lower bound wA(G) = n=2�(G):An h{relation is a set of communication requests in which each node of G appears at most h timeas source of the communication and at most h time as recipient of the communication. SinceAll{to{All communication corresponds to an (n� 1){relation, from [3] we getTheorem 3.3 [3] In any bounded degree graph G on n nodeswA(G) = O n log2 n�2(G) ! :For each graph G with small edge{expansion �(G) the above bound can be very weak; forinstance, if G is a rectangular mesh Theorem 3.3 gives wA(G) = O(n3 logn), which is meaningless.In such cases the following bound that follows from (4) for any k{edge connected graph can bemore useful wA(G) � �n(n� 1)k � :We show now that for some classes of important networks the lower bound on wA(G) given inLemma 3.1 can be e�ciently reached.In case of the path Pn on n nodes it is not hard to prove that the shortest path routing gives aset of paths that can be coloured with an optimal number of colours �(Pn)=2 = 12 jn22 k, so that allpaths sharing a link have di�erent colours. In [2] the value wA(�)has been determined for the ringCn on n nodes, n multiple of 4. In the next theorem we determine wA(Cn) for any n.Theorem 3.4 Let Cn be the ring on n nodes. ThenwA(Cn) = ��(Cn)2 � = &12 $n24 %' :Proof. It is known that �(Cn) = jn24 k [24]. Therefore, from Lemma 3.1 we have wA(Cn) �l12 jn24 km : We give a routing which attains this bound and we show how to colour the paths ofthe routing with l12 jn24 km colours so that for any edge of Cn all the paths crossing each of thecorresponding links have di�erent colours. Let us denote by f0; 1; : : : ; n� 1g the vertex set of Cnand by � and 	 the addition and the subtraction modulus n, respectively. For any pair of nodesx; y 2 V (Cn), the shortest path from x to y in Cn is unique if either n is odd or n is even and



9y 6= x� n=2, otherwise we have two shortest paths from x to x� n=2. For our purpose, we choosethe path x; x � 1; : : : ; x � n=2 if x is even and the path x; x 	 1; : : : ; x 	 n=2 if x is odd, as theshortest path from x to x � n=2 = x	 n=2 in Cn.In the following we assign colours only to the paths x; x� 1; : : : ; x � ` (denoted by x n;x � `)for any x and `, wherè � ( bn=2c if n is odd, or n is even and x is even,n=2� 1 if n is even and x is odd.Indeed, it is possible to use the same colours for the remaining paths which use the links in thereverse direction. For example, for each x and ` we can assign to the path x; x	 1; : : : ; x	 ` thesame colour assigned to (x � 1) n;(x � 1) � `. To prove the theorem we proceed by induction onthe length n of the cycle.Let n = 3. We have just to colour the paths x 3; x � 1, for x 2 f0; 1; 2g. Trivially, one coloursu�ces (see Figure 2a).
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3 Figure 2Let n be odd. Suppose by induction that we are able to colour optimally the paths of Cn using thecolours 0; 1; : : : ; wA(Cn)� 1 = n2�18 � 1. Denote by c(i n;j) the colour given in Cn to the path i n;j.In the following we will colour the paths of Cn+1 and Cn+2.Case 1. Let us consider the cycle Cn+2. We colour the paths of Cn+2 with colours f0; 1; : : : ; n2�18 +n+12 � 1g; thus proving that wA(Cn+2) = wA(Cn) + n+12 = (n+2)2�18 . Denote by �0 the additionmodulus n+ 2. For any i 2 V (Cn+2) and j = i�0 ` with ` � (n+ 1)=2, the path i; i�0 1; : : : ; j willbe denoted by i; j. We denote by c0(i; j) the colour given to the paths in Cn+2.1) Consider node i � (n� 1)=2 and the path i; i�0 `, for any ` � (n+ 1)=2. If ` � (n� 1)=2then the path i ; i �0 ` in Cn+2 is made of the same nodes of the path i n; i � ` in Cn.



10Therefore, we assign c0(i; i�0 `) = ( c(i n; i� `) if ` � (n � 1)=2,n2�18 + i if ` = (n + 1)=2.2) Consider node ki = (n+ 1)=2+ i, with i = 0; : : : ; (n� 3)=2. For each ` � (n+1)=2 we assignc0(ki ; ki �0 `) = 8><>: c(ki n; i) if ki �0 ` = n,n2�18 + i if ki �0 ` = n + 1,c(ki n; ki � `) otherwise.3) Consider node n. For each i = n + 1; 0; : : : ; (n� 3)=2, we assignc0(n; i) = ( n2�18 + n�12 if i = n + 1,c(ki n; i) otherwise.4) Consider node n + 1. For each i = 0; : : : ; (n� 1)=2, we assignc0((n+ 1); i) = n2 � 18 + i:The colouring of the paths of C3 and the corresponding colouring of the paths of C5 are shown inFigure 2a) and 2c).We now check that for any colour c 2 f0; 1; : : : ; n2�18 + n+12 � 1g, any link is crossed by at mostone path of colour c.Let c be such that 0 � c � n2�18 � 1 and let P be the set of paths coloured c in Cn. Notice thatthe paths in P are originated at i, for i � n�12 , and at ki, for i � n�32 ; furthermore, only the pathsoriginated at ki include node 0. Then, we can distinguish the following cases� By 1) we have that if i; i�0 ` is coloured c in Cn+2 then the path i n; i� ` is in P .� By 2) and 3) we have that if ki ; n and n; i are coloured c in Cn+2 then ki n; i is in P .� By 2) we have that if ki ; ki �0 ` = (ki; : : : ; n; n+ 1; 0; : : : ; ki �0 `) is coloured c in Cn+2 thenthe path ki n; ki � ` is in P .Since, by the inductive hypothesis, any link is crossed by at most one path of colour c in Cn wehave that any link is crossed by at most one path of colour c in Cn+2.Let ci = n2�18 + i, for i = 0; : : : ; n�12 . The paths of colour ci in Cn+2 arei; i�0 n+12 by 1) i�0 n+12 ; n+ 1 by 2), and, in case i = n+1, also n+ 1; i by 3).Since these paths are edge-disjoint, any link is crossed by at most one path of colour ci in Cn+2.Case 2. Let us consider the cycle Cn+1. Denote by �0 the addition modulus n + 1; furthermore,for any i 2 V (Cn+1) and j = i�0 ` with` � ( n�12 if i is odd,n+12 if i is even, (5)



11the path i; i�0 1; : : : ; j in Cn+1 will be denoted by i; j. We have�(Cn+1) = l(n+ 1)2=8m = (n2 � 1)=8+ dn=4e = �(Cn) + dn=4e : (6)We will optimally colour the paths of Cn+1 using the colours 0; 1; : : : ; n2�18 + �n4 �� 1 (cfr. (6)). Wedenote by c0(i; j) the colour given to the paths in Cn+1.1) Consider node i � (n� 1)=2 and the path i; i�0 `, for ` as in (5). If ` � (n� 1)=2 then thepath i; i�0 ` in Cn+1 coincides with the path i n;i� ` in Cn and we assignc0(i; i�0 `) = ( c(i n; i� `) if ` � (n� 1)=2n2�18 + i=2 if i is even and ` = (n+ 1)=2.2) Consider node ki = (n+ 1)=2 + i, with i = 0; : : : ; (n� 3)=2. For each ` as in (5) we assignc0(ki ; ki �0 `) = 8>><>>: n2�18 + j i2k if ki �0 ` = n and ki is even,c(ki n; i) if ki �0 ` = n and ki is odd,c(ki n; ki � `) otherwise.3) Consider node n. For each i = 0; : : : ; (n� 1)=2� 1, we assignc0(n; i) = 8>>>><>>>>: n2�18 + i2 if i is even,c(ki n; i) if i is odd and n � 3 (mod 4) ,c(ki+1 n; i+ 1) if i is odd and i � n�12 � 3 and n � 1 (mod 4) ,n2�18 + n�14 if i = n�12 � 1 and n � 1 (mod 4).The colouring of the paths of C4 from that of the paths of C3 is shown in Figure 2(b).We now check that for any c = 0; : : : ; n2�18 + �n4 �� 1 any link is crossed by at most one pathof colour c.Consider �rst c � n2�18 � 1 and let P be the set of paths coloured c in Cn. Notice that the pathsin P are originated at i, for i � n�12 , and at ki, for i � n�32 ; furthermore, only the paths originatedat ki include node 0. We distinguish the following cases� By 1) we have that if i; i�0 ` is coloured c in Cn+1 then the path i n; i� ` is in P .� Let n � 1 (mod 4). By 2) and 3) we have that if ki ; n and n ; i � 1 are coloured c inCn+1, that is ki is odd (and then i is even), then the path ki n; i is in P , for i > 0. Furthermore,by 2) we have that if k0 ; n is coloured c in Cn+1 then the path k0 n;0 is in P .Let n � 3 (mod 4). By 2) and 3) we have that if ki ; n and n; i are coloured c in Cn+1, thatis ki is odd (and then i is odd), then ki n; i is in P .� By 2) we have that if ki ; ki �0 ` = ki; ki �0 1; : : : ; n; 0; : : : ; ki �0 ` is coloured c in Cn+1 thenthe path ki n; ki � ` is in P .



12Since, by the inductive hypothesis, any link is crossed by at most one path of colour c in Cn wehave that any link is crossed by at most one path of colour c in Cn+1.Let ci = n2�18 + i, for i = 0; : : : ; �n4 �� 1. If n � 1 (mod 4) then paths of colour ci in Cn+1 are2i ; 2i�0 n+12 for i � n�14 (by 1)),(2i+ 1)�0 n+12 ; n for i < n�14 (by 2)),n ; 2i for i < n�14 , and n ; n�12 � 1 for i = n�14 (by 3)).If n � 3 (mod 4) then paths of colour ci in Cn+1 are2i ; 2i�0 n+12 (by 1)), 2i�0 n+12 ; n (by 2)), n ; 2i (by 3)).Therefore, any link is crossed by at most one path of colour ci in Cn+1. 2In the next theorem we determine wA(�) for the d{dimensional hypercube.Theorem 3.5 Let Hd be the d{dimensional hypercube. We havewA(Hd) = �(Hd)=2 = 2d�1:Proof. It is known that �(Hd) = 2d [24]. Therefore, from Lemma 3.1 we have wA(Hd) � 2d�1. Wegive a routing which attains this bound and we show how to colour the paths of the routing so thatfor any link all the 2d�1 paths crossing that link have di�erent colours.A path (x0;x1; : : : ;xk) from node x0 to xk is called ascending if for each i = 1; : : : ; k the nodexi is obtained from xi�1 by complementing the bit in position pi, with p1 < p2 < : : : < pk; theascending path from x0 to xk will be denoted by x0 ; xk. We will consider ascending paths only.Let us denote by � the componentwise vector addition modulo 2 and by ei 2 f0; 1gd the vectorwith i-th component equal to 1 and all the remaining components equal to 0. We �rst assign acolour c(x) to each x 2 f0; 1gd so that that for each x;y 2 f0; 1gdc(x) = c(y) if and only if y = x; (7)where x represents the binary complement of x. This requires 2d�1 colours. To each path v ; uwe assign colour c(v; u) = c(v� u): (8)We prove now that each link (z; z� ei) is crossed by exactly one path of any colour. Since we areconsidering ascending paths, the link (z; z� ei) is crossed only by paths s; x withs = s1 : : :si�1zi : : :zd; and x = z1 : : :zi�1zixi+1 : : : xd: (9)Let a = s1 : : : si�1zixi+1 : : : xd, by (8) and (9) we havec(s; x) = c(s� x) = c(z� a): (10)



13Consider now any other path s0 ; x0 crossing the link (z; z� ei). By (9) and (10), we havec(s0; x0) = c(s0 � x0) = c(z� a0); (11)where a0 = s01 : : :s0i�1zix0i+1 : : :x0d.It is immediate to see that a0 6= a and, by (9), that a = a0 only if s = s0 and x = x0. Therefore, by(7), (8), (10) and (11) we get c(s; x) 6= c(s0 ; x0). 24 Multihop NetworksIn this section we show that by exploiting the capabilities of the multihop optical model, a drasticreduction on the number of wavelengths can be obtained with respect to (2).In the following, we will be mostly interested in investigating One{to{All Communication algo-rithms. Indeed, as it is well known, the All{to{All Communication process can be accomplished by�rst accumulating all blocks at one node and then spreading the resulting message from this node.Since accumulation process corresponds to the inverse process of One{to{All Communication weget the obvious result:Lemma 4.1 For each graph G and number of wavelengths wtO(G;w) � tA(G;w)� 2 tO(G;w):4.1 Lower BoundsLemma 4.2 For each graph G on n nodes of minimum degree dmin and maximum degree dmaxtO(G;w) � � log(1 + (n� 1)dmax=dmin)log(wdmax+ 1) � : (12)Proof. Let the source of the One{to{All Communication process be a node x of degree d(x) = dmin.Indicate by ni the maximum number of nodes that can have received the data B(x) within the i-thround; initially we have n0 = 1.During round i � 1 node x can send the message B(x) up to wdmin nodes, whereas any node y thathas received the message by round i� 1 can send it to wd(y) � wdmax other nodes. Therefore, wehave ni � ni�1 + wdmin + (ni�1 � 1)wdmax = ni�1(wdmax+ 1)� (dmax� dmin)w; (13)By iterating (13), in view of n0 = 1 we getni � (wdmax+ 1)i (dmin=dmax) + 1� dmin=dmax: (14)



14Since it is possible to complete the One{to{All Communication in t rounds only if t � minfi j ni �ng; from (14) we get the following inequalityn � (wdmax+ 1)t dmindmax + 1� dmindmaxthat implies (12). 2The following lemma allows to �nd lower bounds on tA(G;w) in terms of tO(G;w) and �(G).Lemma 4.3 Let G be a graph on n nodes of maximum degree d, and w be a positive integer. Thefollowing relation between tA(G;w), tO(G;w) and �(G) holds:2(n� 1)(wd+ 1)tA(G;w)�tO(G;w) � 1wd +(2tO(G;w)�tA(G;w))(wd+1)tA(G;w)�1 � �(G)=(2w): (15)Proof. Let t = tA(G;w) be the number of round of the All{to{All Communication process andt0 = tO(G;w). We �rst notice that, from Lemma 4.1t0 � t � 2t0: (16)Fix an edge (x; y) and consider a round i, with 1 � i � t. In this round i there are up to wmessages that cross the link (x; y) from x to y, say M1; : : : ;Mw0 , w0 � w, originated in some nodexj and destinate to some yj . Let bi be the total number of nodes that will receive at least oneblock contained in M1; : : : ;Mw0, in one of the rounds i; i+ 1; : : : ; t. Obviously, Pti=1 bi representsthe load posed by the All{to{All Communication process on the link (x; y), thereforetXi=1 bi � �(G)=2: (17)We now want to upper bound each bi. We �rst notice that since node yj , 1 � j � w0, receivesmessageMj at round i, during the subsequent rounds from i+1 to t, node yj can disseminate theseblocks to at most Yi = � (wd+ 1)t�i if t� i < t0n � 1 if t� i � t0. (18)nodes (other than the sender xj of the message Mj) (cfr. (14), noticing that dmin � dmax = d).We evaluate now the size (number of blocks) of each Mj . Since xj sends Mj at round i, then Mjcan contain only the blocks known to xj within i rounds, therefore for each j = 1; : : : ; w0, the sizeof Mj is at most mi = � (wd+ 1)i�1 if i� 1 < t0n � 1 if i� 1 � t0, (19)(cfr. (14) and notice that we do not count in Mj the eventual block of the receiving node yj).



15Formul� (16), (18), and (19) givebi � w0Xj=1miYi � w8<: (n� 1)(wd+ 1)i�1 if i � t � t0(wd+ 1)t�1 if t� t0 < i � t0(wd+ 1)t�i(n� 1) if t0 < i,for each i = 1; : : : ; t, andtXi=1 bi � w24t�t0Xi=1 (n� 1)(wd+ 1)i�1 + t0Xi=t�t0+1(wd+ 1)t�1 + tXi=t0+1(n� 1)(wd+ 1)t�i35= 2(n� 1)((wd+ 1)t�t0 � 1)d + w(wd+ 1)t�1(2t0 � t):Therefore, from (17) we get2(n� 1)((wd+ 1)t�t0 � 1)d + w(wd+ 1)t�1(2t0 � t) � tXi=1 bi � �(G)=2 (20)and the lemma holds 2Assume that tO(G;w) � logwd+1 cn, for some constant c � 1. It is easy to see under thishypothesis that from formula (15) we gettA(G;w) � tO(G;w) + logwd+1 d�(G)n � O(logwd+1 tO(G;w)): (21)In case G is the cycle Cn on n vertex, it is immediate to see that tO(Cn; w) = dlogwd+1 ne, thereforefrom above inequality we gettA(Cn; w) � tO(Cn; w) + logwd+1 n� O(logwd+1 logwd+1 n)which shows that the trivial upper bound on tA(G;w) given in Lemma 4.1 is almost tight for thecycle Cn. Finally, we also remark that Lemma 4.3 allows to get a lower bound in terms of the edgebisection width of G. In fact, if G has edge bisection width k one can use the relation�(G) � n24kand proceed as above to get lower bounds on tA(G;w) in terms of n and k. An analogous boundin terms of vertex bisection width when w = 1 has been given in [29].4.2 Upper BoundsIn order to obtain our general upper bound on the number of rounds to perform One{to{Allcommunication in G with a �xed number of wavelengths, we need the following covering property.



16De�nition 4.1 An s{tree cover for a graph G = (V;E) is a family F of edge{disjoint subtrees ofG such that:1. [F2FV (F ) = V ;2. For each F; F 0 2 F it holds jV (F ) \ V (F 0)j � 1;3. For each F 2 F it holds jV (F )j � s.The s{tree cover number of G is the minimum size of an s{tree cover for G.The following result upper bounds the s{tree cover number of a graph; its proof also furnishes ane�cient way to determine an s{tree cover which attains the bound. The proof is in Appendix A.Lemma 4.4 For each graph G on n nodes and bound s, the s{tree cover number of G is upperbounded by 2n=s.Before giving the upper bound on the time to perform One{to{All Communication in generalgraphs, we notice the following application of Lemma 4.4 to the function wO(�).Theorem 4.1 For each k{edge connected graph G on n nodes&p1 + (n � 1)dmax=dmin� 1dmax ' � wO(G; 2) � &r2nk ' :Proof. The lower bound follows from Lemma 4.2. Let s = lp2n=km, by Lemma 4.4 we canconstruct an s{tree cover F = fF1; : : : ; Fpg for G withp � 2n=dq2n=ke and jFij � s = �q2n=k� ; for i = 1; : : : ; p:Since G is k{edge connected, it is possible to �nd k edge{disjoint paths connecting the source ofthe One{to{All Communication process to k arbitrary other nodes in the graph. From this we getthat in the �rst round of the One{to{All Communication process it is possible to inform one nodein each Fi, for i = 1; : : : ; p, using at mostdp=ke � dq2n=kewavelengths.Since no two elements of F share an edge, in the second round the informed nodes of each tree Fican independently disseminate the information to all the other nodes of Fi using at mostjFij � 1 < s = dq2n=kewavelengths. 2By using Lemma 4.4 we can prove a general upper bound on tO(G;w) for any w � 2; in thecase w = 1 the bound tO(G; 1) � dlogne has been given in [17].



17Theorem 4.2 For each graph G on n nodes and number of wavelengths w � 2tO(G;w) � dlogn=(log(w+ 1)� 1)e :Proof. Let s = d 2nw+1 e. By Lemma 4.4 we can construct for G an s{tree cover F = fF1; : : : ; Fpg;with p � 2nd2n=(w+ 1)e � w + 1 and jFij � s = � 2nw + 1� ; for i = 1; : : : ; p:In the �rst round the source of the process v can inform one node in each Fi, for i = 1; : : : ; p,apart the one containing v itself. Since no two trees in F share an edge the process can proceedindependently and recursively in each tree Fi 2 F . Therefore, tO(G;w) � dlogn=(log(w+ 1)� 1)e.2By Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.2 we getCorollary 4.1 For each bounded degree graph G on n nodestO(G;w) = �(logw+1 n):We give now a sharper bound on the time to perform One{to{All Communication in the d-dimensional hypercube in terms of the maximum number of wavelengths. In the special case w = 1it is proved in [25] that tO(Hd; 1) = �(d= logd).Theorem 4.3 For each d and number of wavelengths w� dlog(wd+ 1)� � tO(Hd; w) � c(d; w) dblog(wd+ 1)c + 2with c(d; w)� 4 for any d � 3, and limd!1 c(d; w)� ( 1 if logw = o(2d);1 + log ee otherwise.Proof. The lower bound is given in Lemma 4.2. We prove here the upper bound. Given a sequencea = a1 : : : aL 2 f0; 1gL, for some 1 � L � d� 1, let us denote by H(a) the subcube of dimensiond� L of Hd consisting of all nodes x = x1 : : : xd�La.We recall that a path (x0;x1; : : : ;xk) from node x0 to node xk is called ascending if for eachi = 1; : : : ; k the node xi is obtained from xi�1 by complementing the bit in position pi, withp1 < p2 < : : : < pk. Without loss of generality we assume that the source of the One{to{AllCommunication process is node 0. Let L = blog(wd+ 1)c; (22)and A = f0; 1gL � f0Lg be the set of all sequences of length L containing at least one 1. We �rstestablish in Hd paths from 0 to a node in each subcube H(a), for a 2 A, so that any link is crossedby no more than w paths. The paths are assigned as follows:



18i) Select in A pairwise disjoint subsets A1; : : : ; AL such thatAi � fv = v1 : : : vL jv 2 f0; 1gL and vi = 1g and jAij = w; for each i = 1; : : : ; L;if 2L � 1 � wL then A1 = : : := AL = ;.For each v 2 Ai, for i = 1; : : : ; L, the path P (v) from 0 to 0d�Lv is obtained as follows: ifv1 = : : : = vi�1 = 0 then P (v) is the ascending path from 0 to 0d�Lv, otherwise P (v) isformed by the ascending path from 0 to 0d�L+i�1vi : : :vL followed by the ascending pathfrom 0d�L+i�1vi : : :vL to the destination node 0d�La = 0d�Lv1 : : : vL.ii) Consider now the set of sequences B = A � [Li=1Ai = fb1; : : : ;b2L�1�wLg. By (22), we canassign to each b 2 B an integer f(b) � d�L so that no more than w element of B have thesame value of f . Let 0d�Lb� ef(b) be the node obtained from 0d�Lb by complementing thebit in position f(b). The path P (b) is formed by the link (0; ef(b)) followed by the ascendingpath from ef(b) to the end node ef(b) � 0d�Lb.The above set of paths P (v), for v 2 A, establishes in Hd paths from 0 to one node in each subcubeH(v) so that any link is crossed by no more than w paths. Therefore, in the �rst round the source0 can send out the information along the paths P (v), for v 2 A, and inform one node in each(d� L){dimensional subcube H(a), a 2 f0; 1gL; in H(0) the informed node is the source 0.In the subsequent rounds each node can iterate the process independently in the (d�L){dimensionalsubcube to which it belongs.The above reasoning implies that in one round the given communication algorithms reduces thedimension of the problem from d to d� blog(wd+ 1)c, that is,tO(Hd; w) � 1 + tO(Hd�blog(wd+1)c; w): (23)We show now that (23) gives the desired upper bound on tO(Hd; w). Let us �rst notice thattO(Hd; w) = 1 whenever w � (2d � 1)=d. Let thenw = (2�d � 1)=d (24)for some 0 � � < 1; this implies blog(wd+ 1)c = b�dc:De�ne � as the maximum integer such that w � (2� � 1)=�. By (23) we havetO(Hd; w) � &(wd+ 1)� 2b�dcb�dcw '+ b�dc�1Xi=� & 2iwi'+ 1: (25)Therefore,tO(Hd; w) �  (wd+ 1)� 2b�dcb�dcw + 1� 1b�dcw!+ 0@b�dc�1Xi=� 2iwi + b�dc ��� b�dc�1Xi=� 1iw1A + 1: (26)



19Since Pb�dc�1i=� 2iwi � 2b�dc=(w(b�dc � 2)) we gettO(Hd; w) � (wd+ 1)� 2b�dcb�dcw + 2b�dc(b�dc � 2)w + 2 + b�dc ��� b�dcXi=� 1iw� 2b�dcw � 1b�dc � 2 � 1b�dc�+ db�dc + 2 + b�dc ��� b�dc�1Xi=� 1iw= 2b�dcw � 2b�dc(b�dc � 2)�+ db�dc + b�dc ��+ 2� b�dc�1Xi=� 1iwNoticing that wd+ 1 = 2�d � 2b�dctO(Hd; w) � db�dc + 2db�dc(b�dc � 2) + b�dc ��+ 2: (27)Noticing that the function f(x) = (2x� 1)=x is increasing, and f(blog(w logw)c) � w, by the de�-nition of � we can deduce that � � blog(w logw)c; therefore b�dc�� � logwd+ 1� log(w logw)and tO(Hd; w) � db�dc �1 + 2(b�dc � 2)�+ log�wd+ 1w logw�+ 2= dblog(wd+ 1)c �1 + 2(b�dc � 2)�+ log�wd+ 1w logw�+ 2� db�dc �1 + 2b�dc � 2 + log(wd+ 1)d log�wd+ 1w logw��+ 2:Putting c(d; w) = 1 + 2b�dc�2 + log(wd+1)d log � wd+1w logw� and evaluating the limit as d ! 1 givesthe theorem. The upper bound c(d; w) � 4 follows from the de�nition for d � 8 and by directevaluation of upper bound (25) in the remaining cases. 2We conclude this section by mentioning the following result, where the lower bound followsfrom Lemma 4.2 and the upper bound from a straightforward recursive algorithm, which at eachstep partitions the network of maximum side k into meshes of maximum side k=bp4w + 1c.Theorem 4.4 Let Mk1 ;k2 and Ck1;k2 be the k1 � k2 mesh and torus, respectively, on the n = k1k2nodes in the set f(x1; x2) : 0 � xi < ki; i = 1; 2g. Let k = maxfk1; k2g, for each w,� log(2n� 1)log(4w + 1)� � tO(Mk1;k2 ; w) � & log klogbp4w + 1c'+ 1;� log nlog(4w + 1)� � tO(Ck1;k2 ; w) � & log klogbp4w + 1c' :
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23A AppendixProof of Lemma 4.4 Fix s and consider any spanning tree T of G. It is obvious that we canlimit ourselves to construct an s{tree cover of T . We will need the following simple and knownfact, which can be easily proved by induction: There exist a node in T such that each subtree Tiformed by removing from T this node and all incident edges, satis�es jTij � n=2: In the sequel wedenote by r such a node and by T1; : : : ; Tt�1; Tt = frg the subtrees obtained by removing all edgesincident on r; such subtrees are indexed in order of non increasing number of nodes, that is,n=2 � jT1j � : : : � jTtj = 1: (28)Moreover, we indicate by m � 0 the largest index such thatjT1j+ jT2j+ : : :+ jTmj < s (29)If n � s then a 1-tree cover of T consists of T itself. Lets � n < 3s=2:In this case we will consider the s{tree cover F = fF1; F2g, where:F1 is the induced subtree of T consisting of all nodes in the trees T1; : : : ; Tm; Tt andF2 is the induced subtree of T consisting of all nodes in the trees Tm+1; : : : ; Tt.Since jT1j � n=2 < s we have that m � 1. Moreover, by (29) we havejF1j � s:We show now that jF2j � s. Consider �rst the case m = 1. If we supposed thatjF2j = n � jT1j = jT2j+ : : :+ jTtj > swe get jT1j < n� s < s=2 which implies that jT1j+ jT2j � 2jT1j < s, contradicting the assumptionthat m = 1 is the largest integer such that (29) holds.Suppose now that m � 2. We have jTm+2j+ : : :+ jTtj � n� s and jTm+1j � jT3j � n=3. Therefore,jF2j = jTm+1j+ : : :+ jTtj � n=3 + n � s < s. Since properties 1., 2., and 3. of De�nition 4.1 holdfor F , the lemma holds in this case.Consider now 3s=2 � n < 2s:In this case we can consider the s{tree cover F = fF1; F2; F3g, where:F1 is the induced subtree of T consisting of all nodes in the trees T1; : : : ; Tm; Tt,F2 = Tm+1, andF3 is the induced subtree of T consisting of all nodes in the trees Tm+2; : : : ; Tt.Indeed, by (29) we have jF1j = jT1j+ : : :+ jTmj+1 � s, and jF3j = jTm+2j+ : : :+ jTtj � n� s � s;moreover, jF2j = jTm+1j � n=(m+ 1) � n=2 < s. Since properties 1., 2., and 3. of De�nition 4.1hold for F , the lemma holds in this case.



24The rest of the proof is by induction. Assume that the lemma is true for any n0 such thatn0 < (i� 1)s, for some i � 3. We will prove that the lemma is true also for all values of n such that(i� 1)s � n < i s; i � 3:We distinguish two cases on the value of jT1j.If jT1j < s, we can consider the s-tree cover F = fF1; F2g [ F 0, where:F1 is the induced subtree of T consisting of all nodes in T1; : : : ; Tm; Tt,F2 = Tm+1, andF 0 is the s{tree cover of the induced subtree of T consisting of all nodes in Tm+2; : : : ; Tt.By (29) we have jF1j � s; moreover jF2j = jTm+1j � jT1j < s. Finally, jTm+2j+ : : :+ jTtj � n� s <(i� 1)s. Therefore, by inductive hypothesisjF 0j � 2(jTm+2j+ : : :+ jTtj)s � 2ns � 2in case jTm+2j + : : :+ jTtj > s, otherwise jF 0j = 1. Therefore, jFj = 2 + jF 0j � 2n=s. Moreover,properties 1. and 2. of De�nition 4.1 hold for F , and the lemma holds in this case.If jT1j � s, we can consider the s-tree cover F = F1 [ F2, where:F1 is the s-tree cover of the tree T1, andF2 is the s-tree cover of the induced subtree of T consisting of all nodes in T2; : : : ; Tt.We have s � jT1j � n=2 < (i� 1)s. Moreover, jT2j+ : : : jTtj = n� jT1j � n=2 � (i� 1)s=2 � s andjT2j+ : : : jTtj = n� jT1j � n� s < (i� 1)s. Therefore, the inductive hypothesis impliesjFj = jF1j+ jF2j � 2jT1js + 2(n� jT1j)s = 2nsSince Properties 1., 2., and 3. of De�nition 4.1 hold for F , the lemma holds. 2


